Endoscopic cuff-assisted colonoscopy versus cap-assisted colonoscopy in adenoma detection: randomized tandem study.
Adenoma miss rate during colonoscopy is directly linked to risk of postcolonoscopy colorectal cancer. One of the reasons for missed adenomas is poor visualization of proximal folds during standard colonoscopy withdrawal. Disposable distal attachments such as the plastic cap and Endocuff that hold back folds appear to improve adenoma detection. Primary aim of this study was to compare adenoma detection rates between Endocuff-assisted colonoscopy (EAC) and cap-assisted colonoscopy (CAC). This is a randomized, single-center, tandem colonoscopy trial performed by the same endoscopists, on the same day, first with Endocuff Vision followed by cap or vice-versa. All procedures were performed by 3 experienced gastroenterology fellows. A total of 154 patients were recruited. Seventy-eight (50.6%) had CAC as their first procedure. Mean patient age was 61 years (male: female 1:1). Polyp miss rate was significantly lower in EAC (8.4%) compared with CAC (26.1%, p<0.001) as was adenoma miss rate (EAC vs CAC, 6%, vs 19%, p=0.002) and diminutive adenoma (<5 mm) miss rate EAC group (1.8% vs 19.6%, p<0.001). However, there was no significant differences in the miss rates for small (5-9 mm) (3.7% vs 2.9%, p=0.69) or adenomas 10 mm or larger (1.6% vs 2.6%, p=0.98 ). The mean number of adenomas per procedure was significantly higher in the EAC compared with CAC (1.5 vs 0.8, p<0.001). Cecal intubation time was significantly shorter in EAC than CAC (median 6 vs 7 mins, p=0.01) Conversely, withdrawal time (median 10 vs 8 mins, p=0.01) was significantly longer in EAC. This randomized, tandem study demonstrates that EAC has a significantly higher adenoma detection rate and lower adenoma miss rate than CAC. Although insertion times were shorter with EAC, procedures were slightly more uncomfortable, and the cuff had to be removed in a small number of cases.